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The Michelangelo Vinyl Liner Collection has been 

designed to fill the uncharted territory of an exclusive, 

maximum performance, swimming pool liner that 

changes the industry forever.

A True Piece of Art.

Creation Teal



Creation BlueCreation Blue
Platinum ShimmerPlatinum Shimmer

Creation Dark GrayCreation Dark Gray
Platinum ShimmerPlatinum Shimmer

Creation TealCreation Teal
Gold ShimmerGold Shimmer

Creation Light GrayCreation Light Gray
Gold ShimmerGold Shimmer

Imagine rich blue water rippling 

calmly as you relax above. The quiet 

breeze of the day whisps the clouds 

through the sky, allowing glimpses 

of the sun’s rays past  to echo off 

platinum shimmers.   

This bold design creates a deep, 

dark blue water giving compliment 

to modern architecture. Platinum 

shimmers throughout catch flickers of 

light, letting you know there’s more to 

the depth below.

Glistening Gold. Clear Aqua Water. 

Reminding you of the most secluded 

beach you’ve ever been to. But here 

you are, in your backyard, soaking in 

the sun and enjoying your own beach. 

Perhaps it’s the light blue tint of the 

water or maybe its your sunglasses 

catching a pop of gold. Creation Light 

Gray brings the sharpest, high end 

look to your pool. 

Aqua Water Color

Arctic Blue Water Color

Vivid Blue Water Color

Deep Blue Water Color

*CFFA-P-101 Certified Vinyl Pool Liner emblem used on certified patterns under guidance of the Chemical Films and Fabrics Association *Colors depicted in brochure may vary from actual vinyl material.



Engineered To Be...

BEST FOR USE
SCAN TO 

LEARN MORE

Protected for a Lifetime

Through innovation with Continental’s talented Chemists, 

our vinyl material achieves new levels of longevity 
and vibrance through our proprietary blend of Alpha 

Advantage Shield Coatings. It’s truly the BEST Pool Liner.

Certified Material
The Chemical Films and Fabrics Association has Certified all patterns in 

the Michelangelo Vinyl Liner Collection to MEET or EXCEED the Industry 

Standard. They are ‘fit for use’ as a vinyl pool liner. But we didn’t stop there...

The best pool liner deserves the best protection package, which is 

why each Michelangelo Liner comes with our industry leading 25 Year 
Warranty. This pro-rated warranty covers defects in the material or 

manufacturing. 

Every Michelangelo Liner 
includes our exclusive

LIFETIME COVERAGE

which covers material degradation 
for the LIFETIME of your liner.*

*Lifetime Coverage covers material degredation beyond use. See full program details on our website or contact your dealer for more information.

The Industry’s BEST Swimming Pool Liner

Built with a Legacy of Excellence
Considered by some to be the most reputable and advanced vinyl 

film manufacturer in the world, Continental supplies us with the 

highest quality material in the industry. We’re 

confident a Michelangelo will be the best 

vinyl liner for your pool.

MADE IN THE USA.



4404 Engle Ridge Dr. Fort Wayne, IN 46804 | (260) 637-0141 | info@onlyalpha.com

ONLY ALPHA.  ONLY THE BEST.


